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Abstract Brain Computer Interfaces are an essential technology for the advancement of prosthetic limbs, but current signal acquisition methods are hindered by a
number of factors, not least, noise. In this context, Feature Selection is required to
choose the important signal features and improve classifier accuracy. Evolutionary
algorithms have proven to outperform filtering methods (in terms of accuracy) for
Feature Selection. This paper applies a single-point heuristic search method, Iterated
Local Search (ILS), and compares it to a genetic algorithm (GA) and a memetic algorithm (MA). It then further attempts to utilise Linkage between features to guide
search operators in the algorithms stated. The GA was found to outperform ILS.
Counter-intuitively, linkage-guided algorithms resulted in higher classification error
rates than their unguided alternatives. Explanations for this are explored.

1 Introduction
Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) are of special benefit to individuals with motor
difficulties; offering a range of devices including prosthesis and voice synthesisers. A typical BCI system works by converting the incoming neural signals into a
set of numerical values known as features. These are passed to a classifier which
then determines the appropriate action to take. However, this process is subject to
a large amount of noise, and some features are irrelevant or meaningless. To overcome this, Feature Selection is required; selecting only the most relevant features
from the dataset and discarding those that may have distorted the results, or slowed
the system. When attempting to choose appropriate features, each additional potential feature causes exponential growth of the solution space, presenting a non-trivial
problem, prohibiting the use of an exhaustive search. This is also known as the
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Curse of Dimensionality. Due to this, intelligent search techniques must be applied.
There are two primary divisions of feature selection techniques; filters and wrappers.
Filters utilise an unsupervised ranking method and have no reliance on the classification stage of decoding, instead judging each individual feature on the basis of its
relevance. Unlike filters, wrappers do not rank features, but instead evaluate subset
effectiveness for classifier training. This allows the classifier to serve as a fitness
function for an approach such as an EA. This results in a longer training process,
but since BCIs are typically trained offline, the increase in classification accuracy
takes precedence.
While many different algorithms have been applied to the problem of feature selection in BCI, they often lack the ability to specifically exploit relationships that
may exist between features. A technique that has been useful in other feature selection problems has been to utilise linkage information [8, 22]. By measuring the
distance in fitness between features, it has been demonstrated that it can be used as
an indication of the overall fitness of a solution; therefore suggesting that ’linkageaware’ operators can increase the performance of an algorithm. This paper proposes
a method in which operators in evolutionary algorithms can be guided using linkage
to increase the classification accuracy of EEG data. To this end, we initially compare
four base algorithms: hill-climber, Iterated Local Search (ILS), Genetic Algorithm
(GA), and Memetic algorithm (MA). Thereafter we incorporate linkage into both
hill-climbing and ILS. These techniques were applied to the dataset provided by
the the second Berlin BCI competition; track three (motor-imagery). We also explored potential explanations for the behaviours observed. The main contribution of
this paper is to assess the viability of guiding evolutionary algorithms for the feature selection phase of brain computer interfaces, using information extracted from
pairwise interactions (linkage) within solutions.

2 Background and related work
In this section we discuss Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) in more detail, elaborating on possible noise sources. We then describe other works involving evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) in feature selection. Finally, we discuss the origins of linkage in
EAs.

2.1 Brain Computer Interfaces
There are a range of different ways in which electrical activity from the brain can
be recorded, but by far the most popular is Electroencephalography (EEG). EEG
involves the placement of electrodes on the scalp surface, measuring the electrical
fields of the neural matter below, and relaying it back to a computer for processing. This technique has become prominent over other more invasive methods due
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to its ease of maintenance, its lack of invasive procedures (substantially safer), and
relatively low cost. However, it does present some very non-trivial problems; as
the electrodes that detect the electrical fields are placed on the scalp, the signal
must be powerful enough to penetrate two to three centimeters of cranium, skin
and other biological material. For this level of energy to be generated, approximately six square centimeters of neural matter must be active (in the region of one
hundred million neurons [25]), resulting in low spatial resolution, contamination
of signals between electrodes, and natural band passing of the frequencies when
passing through the skull. The signal is further distorted by additional electrical signals being detected from eye movements (electro-oculography), muscle movements
(electromyography), and environmental noise (the fifty hertz band often consists of
electrical activity from nearby wall sockets [21]).
Despite measurements grouping substantial quantities of neurons together, we
are still faced with a great deal of information for processing. Most of this information is redundant due to the aforementioned issues, and many of the activities we
wish to decode are region specific, only activating a subset of the electrodes. This
means that the classifier is presented with substantial quantities of extremely noisy
and redundant data, causing slow and often poor results.

2.2 Evolutionary Algorithms for BCI and Feature Selection
Evolutionary Algorithms have proven highly successful in the feature selection field
[5, 7]. The typical approach is to use classifier accuracy as the fitness function: the
EA begins by generating solutions and splitting the training set into 2 subsets. The
classifier is then trained using the first subset, and its ability to correctly identify the
labels of the second subset is used to derive the solution fitness.
Genetic algorithms are often used as search methods used in feature selection
in BCIs [24]. While they are somewhat more computationally demanding, offline
learning of classifiers allows us to focus on improving accuracy at the expense of
speed. During their earlier implementations, standard genetic algorithms reported
results that produced classification accuracies of around 74-76% [17] but have since
been refined to produce in excess of 90% classification accuracy [24] (in two class
problems, such as Yes or No and Left or Right). This superior performance over
filter methods is further supported by [10] who reported a substantially lower rate
of classification error for GA than seen in Recursive Feature Elimination, AcrossGroup Variance and RELIEF, a trait that appears fairly consistent across the literature. The substantial increase in classification accuracy obtained from genetic
algorithms has arisen largely from adapting the generalised operators to better suit
the BCI arena. Rejer [24] notes that it is possible to modify a GA to lean towards
improving accuracy of the classifications while minimising the number of features
in the solution, finding a tradeoff between a slight decrease in accuracy and a significant decrease in the solution size and training time. To realise this, they modified
the mutator function to behave in a similar fashion to forward selection; preserving
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the GAs ability to explore the solution space while giving precedence to the smaller
feature sets observed in the SFFS method.

2.3 Linkage in EAs
In evolutionary algorithms, linkage is a relationship or dependency between decision variables. As far back as 1975, Holland [15] suggested that operators aware of
linkage information might be necessary for efficient GA search. The linkage model
used by an EA can be implicit (e.g. linkage learning GA [11]) or explicit (e.g. multivariate Estimation of Distribution Algorithms [12, 20]). Interest in approaches that
explicitly make use of the linkage and the structure that it imposes on the search
space remains of current interest, for example [3, 9, 26].
However, it has also been shown [1, 4, 13] that some aspects of linkage are
inessential for fully ranking all solutions to a problem and locating the global optima. Indeed, including such inessential dependencies in the problem model used by
the algorithm can hamper performance [2, 19, 23]. This concurs with our findings
for the linkage-aware ILS when applied to the feature selection problem studied in
our experiments.

3 Methodology
In this section, we will introduce the methodologies used in our experiments. First,
we will describe the dataset, the means by which the features were extracted from
it, and how the classification model was constructed. Then we will introduce our
definition of linkage for the feature selection problem, and how it was computed for
our data set. Finally we will describe the search algorithms that we applied to the
problem of Feature Selection, giving precedence to those that use less complex operators, emphasising the effects of utilisation of Linkage information. Additionally,
Memetic and Genetic algorithms are included as base comparisons.

3.1 Dataset
The sample data used was provided by the second Berlin BCI competition, in which
dataset three was selected (motor-imagery) 1 as previous studies have shown it to
be a clearly defined, yet challenging dataset. The recorded task involved having a
participant utilize motor imagery of right and left hand movements to control an onscreen bar. Over a nine second trial (T=9); the first two seconds had no required ac1

http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/#datasets
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tions, at t=2 to t=3, an acoustic signal was given and a cross was displayed onscreen
to focus the participants attention. At t=3, an arrow was immediately displayed indicating the hand which the participant was to visualise moving. This dataset was
recorded from three EEG channels, placed on the scalp of a single participant and
filtered between 0.5 and 30Hz. This was repeated over 7 runs, with 40 trials in each,
which provided 140 training and 140 test trials.

3.2 BCI Model
In our experiments, a model BCI was created using MATLAB. The overall architecture for this is given in Figure 1. While the entire model was required for experimentation purposes, this paper’s contributions reside within the ’Feature Selection’
phase.

Fig. 1 Signal Acquisition was performed by the Department of Medical Informatics, Institute for
Biomedical Engineering, University of Technology Graz. Feature extraction (Power Spectral Density), feature selection algorithms and classifiers were all implemented in MATLAB

3.2.1 Signal Preprocessing (Feature Extraction)
Rejer [24] achieved a high degree of success with this dataset using Power Spectral Density (PSD) and for this reason, the same Feature Extraction methodology
was adopted. Each channel was decomposed into 12 further frequency bandings; 2
primary bandwidths of 8-13Hz (alpha) and 13-30Hz (beta), and 5 sub-bands within
each (8-9, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12, 12-13Hz and 13-17, 17-20, 20-23, 23-26, 26-30Hz).
To extract features for classifier training, the PSD was calculated for each second,
of each frequency, in each channel. This resulted in 324 numerical features, which
were referenced sequentially, as displayed in the appendix (Table 2).
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3.2.2 Feature Selection and Encoding
As displayed in Rejer’s paper [24], 6 PSD features were sufficient for a high classification accuracy, therefore we used a fixed solution length of 6 integers, each
representing one selected feature. Several different algorithms were implemented
including: Hill-climbing, Genetic Algorithms, Iterated Local Search, Memetic Algorithms, and variations of each in which Linkage was used to influence the operators. These are described in more detail in Sections 3.4-3.6.
Figure 2 displays the data flow within the Feature Selection phase of the metaheuristics with Linkage. At (1), the training data is used to create a mapping of all
pairwise linkages within the featureset, which is then passed to the metaheuristic.
The metaheuristic (2) then selects features and performs cross-validation using the
training data. The fitness returned by the cross-validation is then used by the metaheuristic to guide the next iteration of feature selection. After stopping criteria have
been met, the Feature Selection phase is ended, and the selected features at that point
are passed on to be used on the testing data (3). As this is a black box optimisation
problem, the classifier accuracy was utilised as a fitness function.

Fig. 2 Sequence diagram displaying the incorporation of Linkage in the Feature Selection phase

3.2.3 Classifier
Selected features were extracted from each of the trials and used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM). The SVM was chosen after pretrial experimentation in
which it consistently outperformed the K-Nearest-Neighbour classifier. A notable
issue with SVMs are their tendency to over-fit data, leading to poor generalisability
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- this was addressed by using 10 fold cross validation of the training set in the fitness
function.

3.3 Feature Linkage
Linkage between features was determined by applying the Linkage Detection Algorithm [14] to the training data. The algorithm starts with no features selected:
the classifier accuracy fφ is determined. The accuracy fa is calculated having selected only feature a. From this we have a change in accuracy from the baseline δa
= fa − fφ . This is then repeated to find δb when selecting only feature b, and δab
when selecting features a and b. For a pair of features a and b, the change in classifier accuracy is measured while selecting the two features separately δa , δb and
both together δab . We call the difference in these changes in accuracy the Linkage
Score, sab = δab − (δa + δb ). If s is non-zero, there is deemed to be linkage between
the variables. This method can be expanded to higher levels of interaction but its
complexity grows rapidly with the level of interaction.
The Linkage Score was calculated for every pair of the 324 features. Dependencies (linkage) were classified as benign and malign in [16]. Benign linkage is that
for which the combined change in fitness is in the same direction as the independent changes (i.e. the signs of δa + δb and δab are the same). Malign linkage shows a
combined change in the opposite direction to the independent changes (i.e. the signs
of δa + δb and δab are the opposite). We adopt these terms in the following way. If
a pair should yield a positive Linkage Score, it reflects an increase in error rate over
the combination of the individual scores and is deemed ‘malign’. A negative score
suggests that there is a reduction in error rate when the features are combined and is
hence a ‘benign’ linkage. We would expect a ‘good’ solution to include low levels
of malign linkage, and high levels of benign linkage. We designed our operators
accordingly.

3.4 Iterated Local Search
Iterated Local Search (ILS) is a little explored algorithm in BCI and to the authors
best knowledge, has not been tested on feature selection for EEG. It has been selected as it is less convoluted than other EA methods, lacking the need for a population or cross-over, which should help emphasise the effects of the guided mutation operator. In essence, it is a nested hill-climbing algorithm; in a traditional
hill-climber, a small mutation, replacing a selected feature with an unselected one,
is performed on the initial solution to create a new potential solution. This new solution is scored via a fitness function and then accepted if it is deemed to be fitter
than the initial solution. This process is repeated to find a more optimal solution, but
often becomes trapped in local optima. In an ILS, a ‘kick’ is performed by mutating
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a large portion of the solution (3 of the 6 features in this case). A hill-climber is then
performed on this new, heavily mutated solution, and the resulting solution from it
is then compared to the original, pre-kicked featureset.

3.5 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are powerful tools in optimisation problems and have
demonstrated considerable results in feature selection for BCIs [17]. An initial population of potential solutions is (typically randomly) generated with each solution
consisting of a chain of features known as genes. After initialisation, genetic algorithms utilise three operators; selection, crossover and mutation [17]. The selection
operator is modelled on the principle of natural selection in which the fittest organisms will survive to pass on their genes. This is achieved by selecting the fittest
individuals within the population (best solutions generated) via an objective function and using their components to create the next generation. The crossover operator then recombines the selected solutions to form the next generation, often a
single point is randomly selected and pairs of individuals swap their genes after this
point, allowing the search space to be explored. The limitation here, is that only
the original randomly selected elements can be combinatorially explored, ignoring
the rest of the search space. To combat this, a mutation operator is introduced; one
or more genes in the solution are randomly selected and replaced with alternative
genes selected at random from the entire feature space. This not only widens the
scope of the exploration, but also helps prevent the algorithm becoming trapped in
local optima [21].

3.6 Memetic Algorithms
Memetic algorithms have recently been used, and proven to be a viable technique
in a range of feature selection problems [18]. One of the caveats with genetic algorithms is that they lack a mechanism which allows exploration of the immediate
search space surrounding the currently selected solutions, something that memetic
algorithms have sought to overcome by integrating a local search technique into the
overall meta heuristic. This is achieved through a hybridised genetic algorithm, in
which a random mutation hill-climbing search is performed on each of the newly
created offspring before returning them to the population [6].
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3.7 Linkage Integration
For the purposes of exploring how linkage could be exploited by the algorithms,
100 repeat experiments were carried out for each of 6 variations of a 1000 iteration
hill-climbing algorithm with single point mutation. Each repeat experiment began
by randomly generating a single solution; all algorithms were seeded with this same
solution. Each of the proposed operators considers linkage among the selected features in a solution, and whether replacing a feature increases or decreases this.

3.7.1 Hill-Climbing Algorithm with Linkage Integration
H1. Basic Hill-climbing Algorithm - A simple hill-climber in which the mutation point and a replacement feature were both randomly selected was required as a
control.
H2. Selection of Mutation Point - Target Most Malign Feature Pair - All pairs
of selected features within the current solution are compared. One of the features
in the pair that reflects the largest malign linkage score is selected at random for
deselection and replacement with another feature chosen at random.
H3. Selection of Mutation Point - Target Most Malign Feature - Both features of
the pair with the largest malign linkage score in the solution are compared with the
other selected features in the solution. The feature with the most malign linkages is
deselected and replaced with an unselected feature chosen at random.
H4. Selection of Mutation Point - Spare the Most Benign Pair - The mutation
point is chosen at random, but the feature pair within the solution that have the
largest benign linkage score are excluded from possible mutation.
H5. Selection of Replacement - Good Mutation - A feature is chosen for deselection, and 20 features are chosen at random from the unselected features as potential replacements. Each of these potential replacement features are paired with
the remaining solution features, and the one with the highest benign linkage score
is selected.
H6. Selection of Replacement - Best Mutation - As in the ‘Good Mutation’ condition, but all unselected features are assessed as potential replacement candidates.
H7. Selection of Mutation Point - Target Most Benign Feature - To ensure that
we were using the linkage information appropriately, a counter-intuitive method
which deselected the feature with the most benign linkage scores with other selected
features was also used.
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3.7.2 Iterated Local Search with Linkage Integration
To explore the exploitation of linkage information in a more sophisticated algorithm,
Iterated Local Search was selected for modification. ILS has a two tiered iterative
structure, from which we chose to provide guidance to the ‘kick’ function.
For each selected feature in the solution, we calculate its mutual linkage (ML);
the mean linkage score between that feature and the other selected features in the
solution. The 3 features with the highest ML were retained in the solution, and the
remaining 3 were removed and replaced with randomly selected features.
Two variations of this method were tested:
I1 - Benign-preservation - The ML was computed using only benign linkage
scores between features.
I2 - Malign-preservation - The ML was computed using only malign linkage
scores between features.

3.8 Experimental Parameters
In this section we outline the parameters that were used to govern the execution of
the experiments.

3.8.1 Termination Criteria
All algorithms were restricted to 100,000 evaluations of the classifier.
Hill-Climbing Algorithm - As each iteration requires only one evaluation of the
solution, 100,000 iterations were used.
Iterated Local Search - Preliminary tests suggested that ‘kicks’ were only required when the inner hill-climber became stuck in a local optimum. This was
demonstrated by higher performance in experiments which used 1000 hill-climb
iterations and 100 kicks, compared with 100 iterations and 1000 kicks. Hence, the
former was selected for comparison.
Genetic Algorithm - This used an initial population of 20 random solutions, and
Tournament Selection with a tournament size of 2. Random single point crossover
and single point mutation were used to generate offspring. A steady state model was
used: a pair of offspring replacing the losing solutions in each tournament. They
were then scored using the classifier before being added to the population for future
tournaments - this resulted in only 2 runs of the classifier per iteration and therefore
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the GA ran for 50,000 iterations.
Memetic Algorithm - The conditions for the MA were identical to the Genetic
Algorithm, with allowances made to incorporate a hill-climbing phase. After the
initial population was generated, a 100-iteration-hill-climber was applied to each
solution, as were subsequent offspring generated. This resulted in 200 evaluations
per generation, with an additional 1980 evaluations to initialise the population (100
iterations for each member, minus the evaluations of the initial population).

4 Results and Discussion
In this section we report on the results found from the comparison of the hillclimber, ILS, Genetic and Memetic Algorithms. This is followed by a visualisation
of the linkage found in the feature sets and the results of their application to both
the Hill-climber and ILS algorithms. The resulting solutions are then analysed for
explanations of the trends observed.

4.1 Algorithm Performance Comparison
For the purposes of selecting an appropriate algorithm for modification to exploit
linkage information, preliminary tests were performed. After 30 runs of each algorithm, genetic algorithms were found to produce consistently lower error rates,
closely followed by Iterated Local Search (Figure 3). The hill-climber performed
inconsistently, producing inferior solutions to the other techniques.
We deemed Iterated Local Search to be the preferable choice for modification as
it produces solutions that are competitive with those of the Genetic Algorithm, but
does does not require a cross-over operator which might imply linkage.
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Fig. 3 Box plots comparing
the error rates of solutions
found by each algorithm over
30 runs.

4.2 Feature Interaction
In the algorithm selection experiment, 104 solutions with an error rate of less than
10% were found. As these are high quality solutions, they were analysed for indications of feature linkage by comparing the number of times each feature was selected
among the good solutions, with the accuracy of the classifier when presented with
only that feature. A plot of feature selection rates for the features, sorted by descending classifier accuracy is given in Figure 4. Given that the most predictive features were the most commonly selected, it would suggest that individual abilities are
highly important for feature selection in this problem. It should be noted however,
that there are significant gaps in the selected feature space, suggesting some feature
linkage and that simply choosing the most predictive individual features would be a
less than optimal approach. It is this interaction that we sought to detect and exploit
in the following experiments.
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Fig. 4 Each feature was independently tested as a single feature solution to train the classifier and
cross validation was performed. This allowed features to be ‘ranked’ according to their individual
power. 104 solutions with <10% error rate were detected in the earlier experimental phase and the
occurrence of each feature was tallied.

4.3 Linkage
The linkage score (as described in Section 3.3) was calculated for all pairings of
the 324 features and is illustrated in the heat map in Figure 5. Heat maps showing
only benign and malign linkage scores are also provided (Figures 6 and 7). Darker
regions represent strong levels of linkage, lighter regions being weakly linked. Linkage scores were more pronounced in the broader frequency ranges, as seen in Figure
5: features 1 to 27 and 163 to 189 have clear bonds, showing that these features are
strongly linked. This was especially noticeable in the malign linkage scores map,
Figure 7. The information presented by these maps was then provided to the linkage exploitation algorithms in the following experiments.
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Fig. 5 Linkage scores between all potential feature pairings (am ,bn ) extracted from the Berlin BCI
II Competition IV Dataset. Darker points represent stronger linkage between pairs of features. Each
axis represents a concatenation of all 324 features; each of the 12 frequency bands (fi ) consists of
the Power Spectral Densities extracted from 9 time points (tj ) simultaneously recorded over 3
channels (ck ). The lower section of the image demonstrates the breakdown of the features within a
frequency band. For a detailed list of feature properties, see Table 2 (appendix).

Fig. 6 Figure 5 filtered to display only
benign linkage

Fig. 7 Figure 5 filtered to display only
malign linkage
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4.4 Hill-Climbers with Linkage
Figure 8 shows boxplots for the error rates of the final solutions found by the
hillclimber, using the seven different mutation operators (with and without linkage guidance - as described in 3.7.1). Counter-intuitively, using the linkage-guided
mutation operators appears to hinder the performance of the simple hill-climbing
algorithm in all conditions. Notably, operator H6 (ensuring that the mutated feature
is replaced by one that causes the most benign linkage within the solution) returns,
by a large margin, the worst results. Two operators that produced solutions competitive with those of the unguided algorithm (H1) were both related to the target of the
mutation operator; selecting the most benign (H7) and most malign (H3) features
from within the solution. This suggests that high degrees of linkage, albeit benign
or malign, may be harmful to the fitness of a solution.

Fig. 8 Preliminary testing of different methods of linkage guidance in hill-climbing algorithms

4.5 ILS with Linkage
When considering the preliminary testing phase in which linkage was used to exploit hill-climbing algorithms, it appears that selection of the mutation targets in a
solution may be beneficial, and that interfering with the selection of their replacements is detrimental. This led us to choosing a modified ‘kick’ phase, in which only
the targets for mutation were manipulated. The results of these tests are displayed
in Figure 9. Performance of the guided and unguided ILSs were not found to be statistically significantly different (analysis performed by a two-tailed t-test, p >0.05).
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Fig. 9 Comparison of error
rates obtained by Iterated
Local Search, and Iterated
Local Search with guidance
via positive and negative
linkage

5 Analysis
To further explore the reasons as to why linkage exploitation did not prove effective in the previous experiments, we performed further analysis on the most optimal
solutions found over the course of this paper. For each solution, 3 scores were calculated; the Cross Validation Error (CVE) from the training set, the predictive accuracy from the testing set and what we term the ‘intra-solution linkage’ score. This
score quantifies the strength of the linkages between features within a solution by
summing the mutual linkage scores for each selected feature, as described in section
3.7.2. It is a measure of how much linkage is present between the selected features
in a solution.
Table 1 Table comparing the correlation between the predictive accuracy of solutions on the test
set, with the cross validation error rates and intra-solution linkage scores generated from the training set
Score Derived from Training Set
Cross Validation Error 15-50%
on Training Set
<15%

Predictive Accuracy Intra-Solution Linkage Score
0.7543
-0.2263
0.2411
-0.4296
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Table 1 shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the solutions’ predictive accuracy on the test set, and the measurements derived from the training
set; intra-solution linkage and cross-validation error. The solutions are divided into
2 groups; low quality solutions (15-50% error rates on the test set - drawn from
all stages of the runs) and high quality solutions (>15 % error rates on the test set solutions found in the final stages of the runs). For the low quality solutions, the correlation between CVE and predictive accuracy is 0.7543. This drops to 0.2411 in the
higher quality solutions, which we suspect is due to over-fitting of the test data. The
correlation between the intra-solution linkage score and predictive accuracy scores
for low quality solutions is low (-0.2263), but unlike CVE, the correlation increases
in the higher quality solutions (-0.4296). It appears that intra-solution linkage scores
may be a better indicator of the generality of solutions than CVE in higher quality
solutions (later stages of search algorithms).
In summary, ‘good’ solutions (that is, with a low error rate on the validation data)
have no, or, weak linkage between their selected features. Overfitted solutions (this
is, those with low error rate on the training data but high error rate on the validation
data), tend to have stronger linkage between their selected features.

6 Conclusion
While Iterated Local Search found slightly less fit solutions than the genetic algorithm, it has a number of advantages; as it is not a ‘population-based approach’,
it requires less memory. This is especially relevant when considering Brain Computer Interfaces are often portable devices where size and power requirements are
paramount. It is also comparatively simple, requiring less fine tuning of parameters.
The integration of linkage information in the evolutionary algorithms described
in this paper provided no significant improvement in the results. When we consider
the computational load required to calculate the linkage scores in advance, we would
not recommend this form of implementation in real world systems. This is not to
say that linkage should be dismissed as a form of guidance in BCI; while this paper
failed to find a successful application, it was based on only one dataset. It should be
noted that further analysis on solutions found by the evolutionary algorithms shows
that the correlation between the training set’s cross validation error rate, and prediction accuracy, declines in the higher scoring solutions. While this is something
that we fully expect as over-fitting occurs, more interestingly, the negative correlation between the solutions predictive accuracy on the test set and the linkage scores
within these solutions (derived from the training set) actually increases. This makes
sense: we might expect that the classifier would be able to gain more information
from features that are not linked (or correlated with each other) than those that are.
This suggests that it may be possible to mitigate some of the effects of over-fitting
by developing a multi-objective fitness function that gives increasing weight to the
solutions that minimise linkage, while also continuing to minimise cross validation
error rates.
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Frequencies
(Hz)

8-13
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-30
13-17
17-20
20-23
23-26
26-30
1
28
55
82
109
136
163
190
217
244
271
298

Epoch (Second): 1

Channel:

2
29
56
83
110
137
164
191
218
245
272
299

2
3
30
57
84
111
138
165
192
219
246
273
300

3
4
31
58
85
112
139
166
193
220
247
274
301

4
5
32
59
86
113
140
167
194
221
248
275
302

5

6
6
33
60
87
114
141
168
195
222
249
276
303

1 (C3)

7
34
61
88
115
142
169
196
223
250
277
304

7
8
35
62
89
116
143
170
197
224
251
278
305

8
9
36
63
90
117
144
171
198
225
252
279
306

9
10
37
64
91
118
145
172
199
226
253
280
307

1
11
38
65
92
119
146
173
200
227
254
281
308

2
12
39
66
93
120
147
174
201
228
255
282
309

3
13
40
67
94
121
148
175
202
229
256
283
310

4
14
41
68
95
122
149
176
203
230
257
284
311

5

6
15
42
69
96
123
150
177
204
231
258
285
312

2 (Cz)

16
43
70
97
124
151
178
205
232
259
286
313

7
17
44
71
98
125
152
179
206
233
260
287
314

8
18
45
72
99
126
153
180
207
234
261
288
315

9
19
46
73
100
127
154
181
208
235
262
289
316

1
20
47
74
101
128
155
182
209
236
263
290
317

2
21
48
75
102
129
156
183
210
237
264
291
318

3
22
49
76
103
130
157
184
211
238
265
292
319

4

23
50
77
104
131
158
185
212
239
266
293
320

5

6
24
51
78
105
132
159
186
213
240
267
294
321

3 (C4)

25
52
79
106
133
160
187
214
241
268
295
322

7

26
53
80
107
134
161
188
215
242
269
296
323

8

27
54
81
108
135
162
189
216
243
270
297
324
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Appendix

Table 2 Table displaying each feature referenced by the channel, second and frequency from
which it was extracted
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